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THANK YOU
Thank you for purchasing the SawStop Scale Miter
Gauge. We want you to get the most out of this product.
To ensure the best possible experience, please read the
instructions in their entirety prior to use. In this manual,
you will find detailed instructions for the correct,
accurate and safe operation of your miter gauge.

WARRANTY
SawStop warrants to the original retail purchaser of a
new Scale Miter Gauge from an authorized SawStop
distributor that the Scale Miter Gauge will be free from
defects in material and workmanship for ONE YEAR from
the date of purchase.

This warranty does not apply to defects arising from
misuse, abuse, negligence, accidents, normal wear-and-
tear, unauthorized repair or alteration, or lack of
maintenance. This warranty is void if the Scale Miter
Gauge is located or has been used outside of the country
where the authorized SawStop distributor from whom
the product was purchased resides.

Please contact SawStop to take advantage of this
warranty. If SawStop determines the Scale Miter Gauge
is defective in material or workmanship, and not due to
misuse, abuse, negligence, accidents, normal wear-and-
tear, unauthorized repair or alteration, or lack of
maintenance, then SawStop will, at its expense and upon
proof of purchase, send replacement parts to the original
retail purchaser necessary to cure the defect.

SawStop disclaims any and all other express or implied
warranties, including merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose. SawStop shall not be liable for death,
injuries to persons or property, or incidental,
consequential, contingent or special damages arising
from the use of this Scale Miter Gauge.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may
have other rights which, in the United States, vary from
state to state.

SAFETY

l Be sure to wear hearing protection, eye
protection and follow all normal shop safety
practices at all times.

l Before starting any cutting/milling operations
with your Scale Miter Gauge, always securely
tighten the large vertical grip/handle first.

l Never let the saw blade or cutter in your
machine come in contact with any component of
your Scale Miter Gauge. Verify that nothing but
the material you intend to cut or mill is in the
path of the blade before turning on the tool.

l Always take care to keep your hands clear of
blade or cutter of the tool that you've chosen to
use your SawStop miter gauge with.

l When using the flip stop accessory to position a
workpiece for cutting/milling operations, always
hold or otherwise secure the board against the
miter gauge fence as you guide the workpiece
past the cutter or blade.

l After re-positioning the fence, be sure the two
socket head screws that secure the fence to the
body of the miter gauge are sufficiently
tightened.

The scope of this manual does not include
instructions for the machine you are using the
Scale Miter Gauge with. These instructions
assume you are competent and qualified in the
safe and proper operation of the machinery you
have chosen to accessorize with this miter gauge.



ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION
In this chapter, you will be instructed on how to unpack
and prepare your Scale Miter Gauge for use.

Required Tools (included)

l 3mm hex wrench

l 5mm hex wrench

Unpacking - What's In the Box

Included with your Scale Miter Gauge are the following
items. Unpack your miter gauge and confirm that
everything is accounted for.

l Miter gauge with extendable fence (pre-
assembled)

l Dual flip stop
l Reverse ruler for main fence [14 1/4"]
l Reverse ruler for fence extension [18"]
l Parts bag containing:

l Grip

l T-clip with screw (use with T profile miter
gauge slot)

l 3mm hex wrench

l 5mm hex wrench

l (2) 38mm steel rods

l Spare parts bag containing:

l (2) 12mm hex head screws w. (2) washers
and (2) rectangular nuts

l (3) Miter bar expansion discs

l (3) Miter bar fixed discs

l (3) Hex head screws for use with
expansion or fixed discs

The main assembly of your miter gauge is secured
from movement during shipping with a hex head
bolt. This bolt can be removed and discarded
however DO NOT DISCARD THE WASHER! Set it
aside for assembly (described later in this
manual).

The Miter Bar, Body and Fence come pre-assembled. In
the pages that follow, you will be instructed on the
proper sequence of steps for installation and setup of the
remaining pieces.

T-Slot Dimensions and Compatibility

This product is primarily intended for use with a table
saw for operations such as cross cutting and miter
cutting. It can also be used with other machines equipped
with a compatible T-slot such as a router table, bandsaw,
shaper or stationary sander.

Your Scale Miter Gauge will function in most miter slots
dimensioned as 3/4” width x 3/8” depth. (Certain
application limitations may apply.) The optional T guide
(included) can be installed at the tip of the miter bar to
take full advantage of machines equipped with T profile
miter gauge slots.
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Though this product is capable of the multi-use
versatility described above, this manual assumes
the table saw use case where there are left and
right miter gauge slots positioned on opposite
sides of the blade. Be mindful that if your
application differs, some of the instructions
provided here may not apply and/or additional
safety considerations may be required for your
use case.

Adjust the Miter Bar Fit

Follow the instructions below to ensure the miter bar of
your Scale Miter Gauge is optimally fitted to the miter
slot in your machine. Perform this procedure prior to
altering any other points of fine calibration discussed
later in this manual.

If the Scale Miter Gauge is moved between
multiple tools in your shop (e.g. a table saw and
bandsaw), be mindful that miter gauge slot
dimensions may vary slightly between tools. When
the miter bar fit is optimized for one machine, the
fit may be less than optimal when used with a
different tool. For best results, the steps described
below should be repeated before using this miter
gauge in a different machine than the tool for
which the miter bar was previously fitted.

Steps for Adjustment

1. Place the miter bar into the slot of the machine
you intend to use the Scale Miter Gauge with.

2. Using the provided 3mm hex wrench, turn the
set screw in the center of each of the three
adjustment discs along the length of the miter
bar until the desired fit is achieved.

l Begin with the middle adjustment disc,
then adjust the front disc. Adjust the disc
at the rear of the miter bar last.

l Adjusting the set screw in the clockwise
direction will have the effect of increasing
the width of the miter bar.

l Adjusting the set screw in the counter-
clockwise direction will have the effect of
decreasing the width of the miter bar.

To access the rear adjustment disc, perform the
following steps.

1. Remove the fence from the body of the miter
gauge.

a. Using the provided 5mm hex wrench,
loosen the bolts that join the miter gauge
body to the fence.

b. Slide the fence off the guides and set the
fence aside.

2. Rotate the protractor 180° as shown below.

a. If the Grip has already been installed, It
must be removed for this adjustment.

3. The third expansion disc is now exposed.



4. Adjust the expansion disc as needed, rotate the
protractor back to its normal operating
orientation, and replace the fence.

The optimal fit strikes a balance between
minimizing side-to-side play of the miter bar while
preserving easy travel of the miter gauge along
the length of the miter slot. If the miter gauge
offers too much friction when passing material
across the table of your machine, loosen the
adjustment described above to relieve the
excessive friction.

If you're having trouble optimizing the fit, try using
a piece of paper as a spacer between each
adjustment disc and the side of the miter slot
when performing this procedure.

Miter Bar Fit Still Not Right?

In most cases, by following the steps above, the SawStop
miter gauge will be well fitted to your machine. However,
if you find the fit to still be lacking, the instructions below
will be of help.

Out of the box, your Scale Miter Gauge is outfitted with
three, black, fixed guide-discs installed down one edge of
the miter bar and three, white, expandable guide-discs
down the other edge. This configuration acommodates
most machines equipped with a 3/8" x 3/4" miter slot.

Use the following variations when the fit does not meet
expectations:

When the miter bar fit is too tight, consider removing the
black, fixed guide-discs from the miter bar.

When the miter bar fit is too loose, consider replacing
the black, fixed, guide-discs with white expansion discs.
(Three, spare expansion discs are included with your
miter gauge in the parts bag.)

For either scenario, adjustment of the expansion discs
will likely be required. See the instructions found earlier
in this chapter. Whatever mixture of guide discs you
choose to install, be sure to keep the spare discs in a
safe place should the installed guide discs become worn
and need replacing in the future.

Install The Grip and T Guide

1. Place the flat washer you removed during
unpacking (described above) over the threads
indicated in the image below.

2. Install the grip onto the threads as shown.
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3. If your machine is equipped with a "T" shaped
miter slot, install the T guide at the tip of the
miter bar using a 5mm hex wrench.

BASIC USE
This portion of the manual discusses basic use of your
Scale Miter Gauge such as setting the miter angle, using
the fence system, and how to use the adjustable flip-stop
system. The main controls on your Scale Miter Gauge are
labeled in the image below. These controls are
referenced by name in the instructions that follow.

Set the Miter Angle

Follow the steps below to change the miter angle on
your Scale Miter Gauge for whole degree increments.

1. Loosen the Grip and the Actuator Locking Knob
slightly by turning them counter-clockwise.

2. Pull the Pivot Actuator toward you to release its
tooth from the mating detent on the Protractor.

3. Rotate the protractor body and fence to the
desired angle, aligning the protractor marks
with the 0° mark on the Pivot Cursor.



4. Push the Pivot Actuator forward again to firmly
engage its tooth into the mating detent on the
Protractor.

5. Re-tighten the Grip and the Actuator Locking Knob
by turning them in a clockwise direction to
secure your selected miter angle.

The protractor of this miter gauge has an
additional detent at 22.5° making the above
method applicable when this miter angle is
needed. For all other fractional degree angle
settings, refer to the fractional degree method
below.

Set a Fractional Degree Miter Angle

Should you require a miter angle finer than whole degree
increments (as described above), use the following
steps.

1. Loosen the Grip and the Actuator Locking Knob
slightly by turning them counter-clockwise.

2. Pull the Pivot Actuator toward you to release its
tooth from the mating detent on the Protractor.

3. Loosen the Pivot Cursor Locking Knob by turning it
counter-clockwise. The vernier scale from
which the miter angle is read (Pivot Cursor) can
be pivoted forward again to rest against the
protractor.
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4. Secure the Pivot Cursor Locking Knob again by
turning it clockwise.

5. Rotate the protractor body and fence to the
desired angle. See below for details on Reading
the Vernier Scale to achieve 1/10° increment
accuracy.

6. DO NOT push the Pivot Actuator forward again.
Engaging its tooth with the mating detents in the
protractor will shift your miter adjustment to
the nearest whole degree increment.

7. Re-tighten the Grip and the Actuator Locking Knob
by turning them in a clockwise direction to
secure your selected miter angle.

Reading the Vernier Scale

The Pivot Cursor of your miter gauge features a vernier
scale with 5 additional marks to the left and right of the
0° mark. Reference these additional markings as follows
to achieve fractional degree accuracy with setting miter
angles.



Vernier Scale Examples

The examples below assume you need to cut a left 30.n° miter where n = the fraction of 1/10°, 2/10°, 3/10° and so forth.

To achieve
this angle

Align this mark on
the protractor...

...with this mark on
the vernier scale.

This is how it looks

30° 30 0°

30 1/10° 31 The first mark RIGHT of 0

30 2/10° 32 The second mark RIGHT of 0

30 3/10° 33 The third mark RIGHT of 0

30 4/10° 34 The fourth mark RIGHT of 0

30 5/10° 35 The ".5°" mark RIGHT of 0

30 6/10° 27 The fourth mark LEFT of 0

30 7/10° 28 The third mark LEFT of 0
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Using the Fence System

The 18 inch fence on your Scale Miter Gauge offers
extended support for bigger material but also has some
added benefits. Those additional features and how to use
them are discussed below.

Setting Safe Fence Distance from Blade

To ensure maximum support of the workpiece, position
the fence to run close to the blade where friction on the
workpiece is greatest during cutting operations. Be sure
there is an adequate margin for safety.

1. With the machine powered off, place the miter
gauge into the miter slot of your machine. After
setting the desired miter angle, move the miter
gauge down the length of the miter slot and
confirm that no part of the fence is in the path of
the blade.

2. Adjust the fence to the left or right as needed to
ensure an adequate margin of safe distance

between the fence and blade is achieved.

a. Using the provided 5mm hex wrench,
loosen the cap screws on the back side of
the miter gauge body shown below.

b. The fence is now freely moveable.
Reposition the fence as needed for safety.

c. Secure the cap screws you loosened in
step a.

If you change the miter angle, the clearance
between the fence and blade may also change. To
minimize risk of injury and damage to your miter
gauge, re-confirm that a safe margin of clearance
is present (described above) after any miter angle
adjustment is made.



Using the Fence Extension

For additional workpiece support, your Scale Miter
Gauge has a telescoping feature that extends the fence
up to an additional 13 inches. Use the following steps to
extend the fence.

1. Using a 5mm hex wrench, loosen the socket
head bolt shown.

2. The telescoping fence extension now slides
freely. Pull the fence extension to the desired
length.

3. Re-secure the fence extension retention bolt
using the supplied 5mm hex wrench to fix the
extension at the selected position.

Reversing the Fence Extension

The fence extension can be configured to accommodate
use of the Scale Miter Gauge in either the left or right
miter slots of your table saw. The extension should be
positioned into the end of the main fence extrusion that is
furthest from the blade. Use the steps below to
reconfigure the fence extension. This instruction
assumes the fence extension is currently configured for
use in the left miter slot but setup for use in the right
miter slot is now desired.

1. Using the supplied 5mm hex wrench, loosen the
socket head bolt shown.

2. Pull the fence extension out and completely free
of the main fence extrusion.

3. Remove the socket head bolt, washer and
rectangular nut that rides in the T-track of the
telescoping extension. Next, move this
hardware to the corresponding hole at the
opposite end of the main fence extrusion.
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4. Insert the extension into the opposite end of the
main fence extrusion. Take care to align the
rectangular nut you re-located in the previous
step with the T track of the extension as it is
being inserted.

5. If desired, replace the ruler in the main fence
extrusion with the included 14 1/4" reverse ruler.
To remove the the current ruler, slide it down
the length of the slot in which it is fitted and
install the alternate ruler in its place by feeding
it into the end of the extruded slot.

If desired, replace the lower ruler in the
extension with the included reverse ruler. The
lowest numbers on this ruler should be
positioned furthest from the blade. To remove
the the current ruler, slide it down the length of
the slot in which it is fitted and install the
alternate ruler in its place by feeding it into the
end of the extruded slot.

If you have performed the instructions at
Zero the Fence Ruler on page 20 of the
CALIBRATION chapter, reversing the
extension and/or replacing the rulers as
above will require that this calibration
procedure be repeated.

6. Adjust the extension to the desired length and
secure the selected position by tightening the
socket head bolt with the supplied 5mm hex
wrench.

Using the Dual Flip Stop System

The adjustable flip stop included with your Scale Miter
Gauge offers convenience and precision for making
repeat cuts of the same lengths. Use the following
instructions to take full advantage of the flip stop system.

Position the Dual Flip Stop - Gross
Adjustments

The carriage on which the dual flip stop is mounted can
be re-positioned along the T-slot in the top of the fence
by using the following steps.

1. Loosen both nylon thumbscrews on the back of
dual flip stop assembly at least one full
revolution. Push the flip stop carriage forward
slightly before moving it from it's current
location along the top of the fence.



2. Position the dual flip stop at the distance from
the blade or cutter of your machine for the
length of cut you want.

3. Secure the selected position of the dual flip stop
assembly by re-tightening the nylon
thumbscrews on the back of the dual flip stop
assembly. DO NOT over-tighten.

To ensure accurate readings from the ruler
attached to the fence of your Scale Miter Gauge,
be sure to visit the CALIBRATION chapter of this
manual and read Zero the Fence Ruler on page 20
for instructions.

Position the Dual Flip Stop - Fine Adjustments

The fine adjustment feature for the flip stop of your Scale
Miter Gauge allows for a lighter touch that is sometimes
not achievable with the above method for positioning the
flip stop. Use the following steps to take advantage of
this precision feature.

1. Set a rough position of the flip stop following the
instructions for Positioning the Dual Flip Stop -
Gross Adjustments above.

2. Loosen the hex head bolts indicated in the
illustration below.

3. Loosen the nylon nut for the fine adjustment
bolt shown. (No tools required.)

4. By turning the fine adjustment bolt (highlighted
in the illustration below) you can shift the
position of the dual flip stop to the left (counter-
clockwise) or the right (clockwise).

5. When the desired position of the flip stop is set,
re-tighten the nylon nut for the fine adjustment
bolt (shown in step 2). Use no tools here. Just
finger tight is sufficient.

6. Re-tighten the hex head bolts that were
loosened in step 2.
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Using the Flip Stop Arms Independently

The dual flip stop on your Scale Miter Gauge is actually
two stops in one.

By shifting or removing the length of steel rod at the
bottom of the flip stop, individual arms can be de-
coupled so they can be independently employed or
retracted.

This ability enables you to establish stops for multiple
cut lengths with setting the position of the stop carriage
just once. Follow the steps below for setting cut length
positions for each, individual flip stop.

Depending on the cuts you need, the length of steel rod
can now be removed completely and set aside.

Alternatively, you can re-position the long steel rod in
either of the flip stop arms (slide it left or right) and
secure it in place by just one of the thumb screws (as

shown above). The tip of the rod then becomes the stop
for your workpiece.

For still more flexibility, two shorter (38mm) rods are
included with your Scale Miter Gauge that can be
positioned and secured with the thumbscrews as needed
using the same methods described above.

1. Loosen both thumb screws located near the tip
of the flip stop arms.

When your chosen setup results in one or both
thumb screws not engaged with the adjustable
stop rod, take precautions to secure them from
coming loose during cutting operations. Options
include securing the thumbscrew in its normal
location (even though the rod is absent), remove
the thumb screw completely and set it aside, or
secure it in it's storage slot as shown below.



The dual flip stop arms are independently hinged such
that they can now be lowered or retracted as needed for
either of the two stop lengths you've just set.
Alternatively, retract both arms to accommodate a
workpiece that requires the support of full length of the
fence and beyond.

Using the Dual Flip Stop With a Sacrificial
Fence

Adding a suitable material (not included) secured to the
front of the aluminum fence of your Scale Miter Gauge
can be done by taking advantage of the T-slot that runs
the length of the face of the fence.

Among other advantages, this optional modification adds
versatility to your fence system including:

l Extends the length of your fence to provide
additional support for bigger workpieces.

l After securing the sacrificial piece and making
an initial cut, there is now a visual reference for
where the blade passes through. This is helpful
for aligning a workpiece for the next cutting
operation.

l When making cuts, the waste to the right of the
blade is supported and safely moved past the
blade. This is applicable when the depth of cut is
less than the height of the sacrificial fence.
(Were the blade height set too high, the
sacrificial fence material past the blade would
be cut completely off.)

The dual flip stop can be used in conjunction with this
modification if the added material does not exceed the
height of the aluminum fence and 3/4" thickness.

When employing a sacrificial fence with your Scale Miter
Gauge, the dual flip stop can still be used but it must first
be repositioned from the rear slot of the flip stop carrier
extrusion to the forward.

Perform the following steps to move the flip stop for use
with a sacrificial fence.

1. Loosen the hex head bolts indicated in the
image below.

2. Slide the flip stop out of the rear T-slot of the
carrier and move it to the forward slot.
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3. Tighten the hex head bolts you loosened in step
1.

If you have performed the procedure described in
Zero the Fence Ruler on page 20 of this owner's
manual, moving the dual flip stop as described
above will require that this calibration procedure
be repeated.

CALIBRATION
Your Scale Miter Gauge comes precision made by
SawStop and is fully functional straight from the box.
With the need for various fine adjustments to be made by
the end user in mind, your miter gauge has been
engineered to be calibrated in various ways. Instructions
for these adjustments are discussed below.

Square the Miter Angle

Your SawStop Scale Miter Gauge should arrive already
calibrated and square out of the box. Follow the steps
below if you find that adjustment is needed.

1. Using the included 5mm hex wrench, loosen the
hex head bolts indicated in the image below and
remove the fence extrusion from the miter
gauge body.

2. Set the miter angle to 0°.

3. Engage the Pivot Actuator with the protractor.



4. Tighten the Grip and the Actuator Locking Knob.

5. Remove your Scale Miter Gauge from the miter
slot of your saw and remove guide disc from the
miter bar as shown.

6. Using a precision reference square, align the
fence against the Miter Bar and the fence head.

7. Using the square positioned at both the left and
right side of the Miter Bar, assess whether the
miter gauge is out of square. If there is any gap
or light between the blade of the square and the
fence head or Miter Bar, perform the following
steps to correct this:

a. Loosen the four Phillips head screws that
secure the miter gauge head to the base.
This introduces a small amount of play
between these two components of the
miter gauge assembly.

b. Square the fence head to the Miter Bar
using a precision reference square as
shown above, then re-tighten the four
Phillips screws you loosened in step a.

c. Double-check your Scale Miter Gauge for
squareness after re-tightening the
screws. Loosen the screws and re-adjust
as necessary until you are satisfied with
the accuracy.

d. When finished, replace the fence
extrusion onto the Scale Miter Gauge
body and replace the roller guide you
removed in step 5.

e. Verify that all fasteners adjusted during
this process are tight.

Square The Scale Miter Gauge With Your
Saw

1. Confirm the blade of your saw is parallel to the
miter gauge slot of your saw. Adjust the saw
trunnion or table as needed per the instructions
provided by the manufacturer of your tool.
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2. If needed, perform the steps in the previous
section, Squaring The Miter Angle to ensure the
fence of the Scale Miter Gauge is perpendicular
to the miter bar.

3. With the power off and saw unplugged, raise the
blade to full height.

4. Use a precision reference square against the
flat of the blade and your Scale Miter Gauge to
check for squareness.

Ensure that the contact between the
reference square and the blade is limited
to the flat of the blade. Avoid registering
the square against saw blade teeth as this
will skew the reading.

5. If there is any gap or light between the blade of
the square and the Scale Miter Gauge fence or
saw blade, one or a combination of the following
could be the cause:

a. The saw blade is not parallel to the miter
slot of the saw. To resolve this, adjust the
saw trunnion or table as needed per the
instructions provided by the
manufacturer of your tool to bring the
blade into parallelism with the miter
gauge slot.

b. The Scale Miter Gauge head is not
perpendicular with its miter bar. To
resolve this, refer to "Square the Miter
Angle" on page 18

Zero the Fence Ruler

The rulers attached to the fence can be used in
conjunction with the adjustable dual flip stop for
convenient repeatable cuts. The calibration steps are
different for the 14 1/4" ruler on the main fence extrusion
vs. the lower ruler located on the fence extension. For
maximum utility of your Scale Miter Gauge, follow the
steps for calibrating both rulers.

The illustrations below assume the Scale Miter Gauge is
currently configured for use in the table saw miter slot to

the left of the blade and that the rulers that came pre-
installed on your Scale Miter Gauge are installed. If you
perform these calibration steps and later choose to
reverse the setup of your Scale Miter Gauge for use in
the right side miter slot (see Reversing the Fence
Extension on page 13), these calibration procedures will
then need to be repeated.

Main Fence Ruler Calibration

Follow these steps to adjust the position of the flip stops
on the carrier to ensure the accuracy of the ruler on the
main fence extrusion.

1. Confirm that the ruler attached to the fence has
the zero mark adjusted to the edge of the fence
extrusion that is closest to the blade. Adjust the
position of the ruler if necessary.

2. Loosen the nylon thumb screws on the back of
the flip stop carrier and position the edge of the
carrier to be also at the zero mark of the fence
ruler.



3. Set the clearance between the edge of the fence
and the saw blade approximately 3/8" from the
blade. (See Setting Safe Fence Distance from
Blade on page 12 for instructions.)

4. Loosen the hex head bolts indicated in the
illustration below so that the flip arm assembly
is freely moveable. Slide the flip arm so that the
edge of the stop barely brushes the sides of the
saw blade teeth. Take care to not deflect the
blade.

Key to this calibration process is that the
flip stop registers against the edge of the
teeth of the blade (as described in step 4)
and not against the flat of the steel
surface of the blade. The teeth are
typically wider than the steel of the blade
making this detail important to achieving
precision.

5. It is helpful to employ the fine adjustment
feature of the flip stop to positioning the stop.
(See Position the Dual Flip Stop - Fine
Adjustments on page 15 for instructions.) Again,
the goal is to have the leading edge of the flip
arm barely contacting the teeth of the blade.
With your saw powered off and unplugged,
MANUALLY rotate the blade a few times to
confirm the teeth do not catch on the edge of the
flip stop. The steel of the blade may however
faintly "ring" as the teeth pass by the flip stop.

6. Re-tighten the hex head bolts you loosened in
step 4.

This calibration step is now complete and the built-in
ruler can be relied upon for accurate length of cut. You
will read the ruler at the edge of the moveable flip stop
carrier. Tighten the nylon thumb screws once the flip
stop carrier is positioned. Do not over-tighten.

See the chapter, Using the Dual Flip Stop System on
page 14 for further instructions.

Fence Extension Ruler Calibration

Follow these steps to calibrate the lower ruler that is
exposed when the fence extension is used. An accurate
measuring tape will be needed to complete this
calibration.
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1. Using a 5mm hex wrench, loosen the socket
head fence extension bolt shown, and extend
the fence a few inches as shown.

2. Loosen both nylon thumbscrews on the back of
dual flip stop assembly at least one full
revolution. Push the flip stop carriage forward
slightly before moving it from its current
location along the top of the fence.

3. Position the edge of flip stop carriage carriage
that is closest to the blade to be perfectly flush
with the edge of the tall extrusion attached to
the end of the extension as shown.

Next, secure the flip stop carrier with the
thumbscrews you loosened in the previous step.
Do not over tighten.

4. Pull the telescoping extension further and
confirm that the correct ruler is installed in the
extension. The lowest numbers on this ruler
should be positioned furthest from the blade.

If this is not so, a reverse ruler was included
with your Scale Miter Gauge that should be
installed at this time. To remove the current
ruler, slide it down the length of the slot in
which it is fitted and install the alternate ruler in
its place by feeding it into the end of the
extruded slot.

5. Extend the telescoping extension until the flip
stop closest to the blade is positioned at a
distance of exactly 20 inches from the blade.
Establish this distance precisely using a
measuring tape laid out in front of the miter
gauge. For best accuracy, be sure to measure
from the side of the blade teeth as opposed to
measuring from the flat of the blade.

6. Re-secure the fence extension retention bolt
you loosened in step 1 to fix the extension at this
20" position. Confirm the measurement with
your measuring tape after tightening the bolt
and adjust if necessary.

7. Read the lower fence ruler where the extension
bar meets the extrusion of the main fence. If it
does not read precisely 20", adjust the position
of measuring tape in the extension bar until a
reading of precisely 20" is achieved.



The measuring tape is held into the extension
extrusion by friction and is not glued. By design,
it does not move freely, but with some effort, it
can be adjusted as described.

The fence extension ruler is now calibrated.

If you have need to redo the main fence ruler
calibration or change the precision adjustment on
the flip stop, the extension ruler calibration steps
will need to be repeated.

How to Read the Rulers

When setting the flip stop for measurements up to 14
1/4", you'll read the top ruler on the main fence extrusion
at the edge of flip stop carrier closest to the blade.

When using the flip stop in conjunction with the fence
extension (measurements over 14 1/4"), read the
measurement from the lower ruler where the extension
bar meets the extrusion of the main fence as shown in
step 7.

To ensure measurement accuracy when utilizing
the flip stop in conjunction with the telescoping
fence extension, always begin by positioning flip
stop carriage as described above in step 3.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE(S) SOLUTION

Inaccurate angle cuts
The angle cuts may not be precise due
to the miter gauge being improperly
aligned with the saw blade.

Refer to CALIBRATION on page 18 of this
manual for detailed procedures to remedy this.

Loose fit
The miter gauge may be loose and
move around during use, causing
inaccurate cuts.

See the chapter called Adjust the Miter Bar Fit
on page 6 of this manual for detailed
procedures to remedy this.

Slipping
The workpiece may slip out of place
while cutting, causing inaccurate cuts.

To troubleshoot this issue, check the grip on the
miter gauge and confirm that it is sufficiently
tightened before beginning cutting operations.

Also, ensure you are taking care to firmly hold
your workpiece against the miter gauge fence
during cutting operations.

Binding
The miter gauge may bind or become
stuck during use, preventing accurate
cuts.

To fix this issue, check for any debris or
sawdust that may be interfering with the
movement of the gauge. Clean the gauge, saw
table surface and the miter slots thoroughly
before use.

In rare cases, there may be minor imperfections
in the milling of the miter slot on your tool.
Careful and judicious use of a fine metal file to
reduce high spots on the sidewall of the miter
slot may be required to remedy this issue.
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